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Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Ready to watch period 3 and participate in #macrosw. #AcademicTwitter Life.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
#MacroSW chat "How Voter-Friendly is your Community?" starts in 10 min.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@TheMattSchwartz Oooh. Pizza. Yum. I'm planning to watch @BuffaloSabres hockey and #macrosw.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Sorry to miss this #MacroSW chat - but looking forward to reading the transcript tomorrow! https://t.co/BsWvWgIKaB <And remember: #Vote! https://t.co/N6yhfPZPYx

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
#MacroSW is in 9 minutes! Please forgive the soon to be flurry of tweets! :-) https://t.co/6ShP7NVPcD

aubree @aubree0119
Wish I was there! @JoeBiden 🍀 Lead by the power of our example! 🙌 #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍩 🍼 @spcummings
It's #MacroSW chat time in five minutes! So, just how voter-friendly is your state? I had to have my ID swiped, sign two sets of forms, and one complete polling place computer reboot later --- I...voted! I think! https://t.co/PWL2eLi1qj

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: It's #MacroSW chat time in five minutes! So, just how voter-friendly is your state? I had to have my ID swiped, sign two s...
Important topic tonight for the #MacroSW chat. I'll be talking with my social work friends about voting. Sorry for the tweet storm! https://t.co/nkoqbPdsKu

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings Early voting started today in Maryland. I haven't made it over there yet- I wanted to bring my youngest child with me to teach him about voting. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Getting ready for #macrosw, sorry for the extra tweets. How voter friendly is your state?

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Welcome to the chat. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW 🥧 @spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul Nice! I took my six-year-old son to the polls two years ago. Today I voted ahead of my scheduled plan. The @Uiowa campus had early voting in the Memorial Union. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 👤 @Travel_MSW
Well it was great #ElevatetheConvo but on to #MacroSW ... @spcummings WAIT FOR ME!!!!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW 10/30/18: Making the Most of Your Field Placement https://t.co/lgTOPZKgBq https://t.co/ojTyTEYqnb

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings In Maryland we only vote every other year- there are no elections on the in-between years. This is my fifth November here. It still feels odd. #macrosw

Carina DeBarcelos @cdebarcelos
RT @UBSSW: Sorry to miss this #MacroSW chat - but looking forward to reading the transcript tomorrow! https://t.co/BsWvWglKaB <And remember...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Tonight's topic is How Voter-Friendly is Your Community? We will be joined by guest expert Tanya Smith @NAHIPSW #MacroSW
Sally Spencer-Thomas  @sspencerthomas
RT @Travel_MSW: Well it was great #ElevatetheConvo but on to #MacroSW ...
@spcummings WAIT FOR ME!!!!

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: Tonight's topic is How Voter-Friendly is Your Community? We will be joined by guest expert Tanya Smith @NAHIPSW #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul  @nancy_kusmaul
RT @poliSW: Tonight's topic is How Voter-Friendly is Your Community? We will be joined by guest expert Tanya Smith @NAHIPSW #MacroSW

Amelia Lehto  @Atoes84
RT @Travel_MSW: Well it was great #ElevatetheConvo but on to #MacroSW ...
@spcummings WAIT FOR ME!!!!

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul  @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW 10/30/18: Making the Most of Your Field Placement
https://t.co/igTOPZKgBq https://t.co/ojTyTEYqnb

Rachel L. West  @poliSW
Before we start let's take 5 min for role call. Please introduce yourself. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J.  @Travel_MSW
How voter friendly is your state? Well, they lost my mail in ballot... so there's that #MacroSW

Rachel L. West  @poliSW
Remember to include the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West  @poliSW
I'm a founding chat partner. I'm also an advocacy and community outreach consultant.>> #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW  @spcummings
@Travel_MSW I'm saving you a place at the #MacroSW chat!!!! https://t.co/1gBkNW5gU
Rachel L. West @poliSW

<<Additionally, I represent @acosaorg on the chats. ACOSA is a professional association for community practitioners. I’m in my 2nd term as one of the North East Reps.

#MacroSW

aubree @aubree0119

Aubree. 2nd year MSW/MPH student at @UBSSW. I live in Rochester and commute to Buffalo. #MacroSW https://t.co/U0tarhVkJK

Rachel L. West @poliSW

Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @ubssw @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaorg #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⬅️ @TheMattSchwartz

Matt Schwartz here :-) @UBSSW Alumni! I work at a not-for-profit agency as a social worker and mental health counselor, and I’m in private practice (at the LMSW level); I also just started my podcast (https://t.co/zhIxnUmlX) tweeting from Buffalo

#shamelessselfpromotion #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW

I also want to thank out contributor Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍪 ➔ @spcummings

@Travel_MSW "how clumsy and disorganized is your state" is maybe a good topic #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⬅️ @TheMattSchwartz

RT @spcummings: @Travel_MSW "how clumsy and disorganized is your state" is maybe a good topic #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⬅️ @TheMattSchwartz

RT @poliSW: I also want to thank out contributor Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⬅️ @TheMattSchwartz

RT @poliSW: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @ubssw @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaorg...
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🌵 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @aubree0119: Aubree. 2nd year MSW/MPH student at @UBSSW. I live in Rochester and commute to Buffalo. #MacroSW https://t.co/U0tarhVkFK

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @poliSW: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @ubssw @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaor...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🌵 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: <<Additionally, I represent @acosaorg on the chats. ACOSA is a professional association for community practitioners. I’m in my…

Stephen Koonz @StephenKoonz
Hi. Steve Koonz, SUNY Oneonta faculty, LMSW #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Hi #macrosw! @nancy_kusmaul, assistant professor in social work @umbc, @mdsocialwork. @ubssw alum, @ubittic affiliate. Check out my newest article on Client Experiences in Trauma-Informed Care. https://t.co/WkBdm2leva

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🌵 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #macrosw! @nancy_kusmaul, assistant professor in social work @umbc, @mdsocialwork. @ubssw alum, @ubittic affiliate....

RovingSocialWorker J. 🕵️‍♂️ @Travel_MSW
I'm J the irritable roving SW. Tweeting from MN. MSW, DSW student at Walden U. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍹 @spcummings
@aubree0119 @UBSSW That's one awesome commute!!!! #MacroSW

John Carpenter's “Halloran” @JoThoHalloran
@poliSW Hi, folks, I'm John Halloran and I'm an assistant professor of social work at @LewisUniversity. And I voted early by mail this weekend (with the dedicated assistance of my 5yo). #MacroSW https://t.co/bkQWvEZtZB

RovingSocialWorker J. 🕵️‍♂️ @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummings: @Travel_MSW "how clumsy and disorganized is your state" is maybe a good topic #MacroSW
Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @poliSW: Tonight's topic is How Voter-Friendly is Your Community? We will be joined by guest expert Tanya Smith @NAHIPSW #MacroSW

Laura Shaw @laura_m_shaw
@poliSW Hi, I'm Laura! I am a student at Auburn University working towards my BSW. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@StephenKoonz Welcome. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @StephenKoonz: Hi. Steve Koonz, SUNY Oneonta faculty, LMSW #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummings: @Travel_MSW I'm saving you a place at the #MacroSW chat!!!! https://t.co/lgBkNW5gU

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@aubree0119 @UBSSW Welcome #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Folks, I am under a pile of papers to grade and unfortunately will miss tonight's chat. Have fun!! #macrosw https://t.co/U62ygKEHSs

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Can't wait to listen! #macrosw

fatoumata @fatoumata9989
I'm Fatoumata and I'm a sophomore at SUNY Oneonta and I will be joining the chat today #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @DoinTheWorkPod: Check out @Kassandra_Fred highlighted in the @CSocialWorkEd @healthprofweek campaign #socialwork #MacroSW https://t.co/…
Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @DoinTheWorkPod: Check out @NRuggiano_PhD highlighted in the @CSocialWorkEd @healthprofweek campaign! #socialwork #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🤺 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Can't wait to listen! #macrosw https://t.co/G6vinQuq4T

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Before we start: Next Tuesday (10/30) at 12:00 PM EST we will be presenting out 1st Lunch & Learn Chat w/guest expert Nicki Sanders @PkgdForSuccess. Topic: Making the Most of Your Field Placement. @karenzgoda will host. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🤺 @TheMattSchwartz
@nancy_kusmaul Thank you :-) #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🤺 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: Before we start: Next Tuesday (10/30) at 12:00 PM EST we will be presenting out 1st Lunch & Learn Chat w/guest expert Nicki San...

aubree @aubree0119
@spcummings @UBSSW At this point in the semester I'm over it!! 😫 #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
Hi! Abby, macro MSW student at Penn. Not sure how much I'll be participating tonight, as I'm running on very low sleep and am potentially coming down with a cold 😶 It's midterms!! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Let's get started. I'm very excited for this chat. Our guest tonight is Tanya Smith @NAHIPSW. #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @poliSW: Before we start: Next Tuesday (10/30) at 12:00 PM EST we will be presenting out 1st Lunch & Learn Chat w/guest expert Nicki San...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🤺 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: Let's get started. I'm very excited for this chat. Our guest tonight is Tanya Smith @NAHIPSW. #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 7 days ago
@spcummings @aubree0119 @UBSSW I remember that commute well. You have my solidarity and my sympathies. #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW 7 days ago
@fatoumata9989 Welcome #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW 😊 😆 @spcummings 7 days ago
#MacroSW Roll Call: I'm Stephen, #MacroSW partner and clinical assistant prof @uiowa @UISchoolofSW. https://t.co/1V8GUDedw9

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne 7 days ago
Hey #MacroSW! I am a social work student at SUNY Oneonta

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW 7 days ago
RT @poliSW: Before we start: Next Tuesday (10/30) at 12:00 PM EST we will be presenting out 1st Lunch & Learn Chat w/guest expert Nicki San...

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore 7 days ago
Hey #MacroSW chatters. The voter registration efforts have been awesome. Can’t wait to discuss ideas about how to break down barriers to voting & talk about how to make our own communities more voter friendly. I’m ready! #Voting is #SocialWork https://t.co/BCYcQoGPsk

Rachel L. West @poliSW 7 days ago
Tanya is the Director of the Nancy A. Humphreys Institute for Political Social Work at the UConn SSW. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☢️ @TheMattSchwartz 7 days ago
RT @poliSW: Tanya is the Director of the Nancy A. Humphreys Institute for Political Social Work at the UConn SSW. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 7 days ago
RT @poliSW: Before we start: Next Tuesday (10/30) at 12:00 PM EST we will be presenting out 1st Lunch & Learn Chat w/guest expert Nicki San...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan 7 days ago
@poliSW @UBSSW @karenzgoda @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaorg Hello! #macrosw https://t.co/9gfPoDagSK
Rachel L. West @poliSW
I'm going to had the floor over the Tanya @NAHIPSW so she can tell a bit more about herself and NAHIPSW. #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Hey #MacroSW chatters. The voter registration efforts have been awesome. Can't wait to discuss ideas about how to break...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@socialworknerd_ Welcome #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
#macrosw takes on the lunch hour! Join us on 10/30 for our first lunchtime chat about making the most of your field placement!

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕☕💻💻 @spcummings
@karenzgoda What's a little grading.... #MacroSW https://t.co/nbm3yfN9t7

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
Hi everyone. Happy to be talking about voting with you! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚆️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @NAHIPSW: Hi everyone. Happy to be talking about voting with you! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚆️ @TheMattSchwartz
@NAHIPSW welcome!!! Glad to have you with us! :-) #macrosw

aubree @aubree0119
@nancy_kusmaul @spcummings @UBSSW Haha thank you!! 3 days a week this semester. #MacroSW https://t.co/cnGE1y042P

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕☕💻💻 @spcummings
@JoThoHalloran @Travel_MSW I know, I know..this happens. #MacroSW

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
We do that through our Campaign School for Social Workers, which has trained over 1,200 social workers and students to run a campaign and get involved in politics --as a career and/or to add political action to their practice. #MacroSW #macrosw
Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
Our next Campaign School will be in Hartford, CT on March 1-2, 2019. Registration will open November 1st. #macrosw

aubree @aubree0119
@poliSW @PkgdForSuccess @karenzgoda I'll be in class but will be reading up afterwards!! 💪💪 #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🍀 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @NAHIPSW: Our next Campaign School will be in Hartford, CT on March 1-2, 2019. Registration will open November 1st. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NAHIPSW: We do that through our Campaign School for Social Workers, which has trained over 1,200 social workers and students to run a c…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Hey everyone! Popping in to say hello. Working on a writing piece & ready to end October so I can work on fun projects. #MacroSW

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
Not all social workers will run, but we believe all social workers should be supporting the political power of their clients and communities through voting. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🍀 @TheMattSchwartz
@VilissaThompson "waves hi" :-) #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
FYI: Tanya is has a slow connection as she is enroute to an event #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NAHIPSW: Not all social workers will run, but we believe all social workers should be supporting the political power of their clients a…

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeLeanne
Love this! Entering the field is so exciting, but overwhelming too #MacroSW
Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
Voting is power, so representation and participation in elections matter. Groups and communities who vote in higher rates create the political power needed to gain the attention of elected officials. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☢️ @TheMattSchwartz
@poliSW #ThatsDedication #macrosw

dbranbridge @dbran104
RT @poliSW: Before we start: Next Tuesday (10/30) at 12:00 PM EST we will be presenting out 1st Lunch & Learn Chat w/guest expert Nicki San…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nancy_kusmaul: #macrosw takes on the lunch hour! Join us on 10/30 for our first lunchtime chat about making the most of your field pla…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☢️ @TheMattSchwartz
@poliSW amazed at how cranky I get with slow connections #macrosw https://t.co/CrSnboLvIk

Rachel L. West @poliSW
link to NAHIPSW https://t.co/bjWRKl7AeX #MacroSW

ARR @AggieRocha
RT @NAHIPSW: Not all social workers will run, but we believe all social workers should be supporting the political power of their clients a…

aubree @aubree0119
@NAHIPSW I’ve been helping on a local campaign and I really enjoy canvassing and taking with other voters! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q1 is coming up. We use a Q and A model. Please include A1: and the hashtag #MacroSW in you comments and questions. #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @NAHIPSW: We do that through our Campaign School for Social Workers, which has trained over 1,200 social workers and students to run a c…
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. West @poliSW</td>
<td>Q1: We talk a lot about registration, but what makes the act of voting hard for people? #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abby @socialworknerd_</td>
<td>RT @NAHIPSW: Not all social workers will run, but we believe all social workers should be supporting the political power of their clients a…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW</td>
<td>A1 Registration is a necessary and often hard first step (unless you live in ND where you don't have to register), but it only counts if people vote on election day. #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul</td>
<td>RT @poliSW: link to NAHIPSW <a href="https://t.co/bjWRKl7AeX">https://t.co/bjWRKl7AeX</a> #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul</td>
<td>RT @NAHIPSW: Voting is power, so representation and participation in elections matter. Groups and communities who vote in higher rates cre…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW</td>
<td>A1 Each state has different deadlines and processes to register. Some offer online, some only in person. All you need to do is watch Georgia to know that making it difficult is part of a strategy in some campaigns. #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW</td>
<td>A1 Then you have to find where to vote, information on the candidates (not always easy), find transportation, take time from work, bring your kids if you have them. #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Cummings LISW @spcummings</td>
<td>RT @NAHIPSW: A1 Registration is a necessary and often hard first step (unless you live in ND where you don't have to register), but it only…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz</td>
<td>A1 Access. We covered this a lot in last week's chat, but I'm disabled. I've also been homeless (in another country). In the USA (at least where I am) you can't use a PO Box as an address for a license, which means if you're homeless, or transient, voting is an issue #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
A1 Finally, 40% don’t vote because they don’t like the candidates, the issues and/or they think their vote doesn’t matter. We need to engage people on why their vote does matter. #macrosw

aubree @aubree0119
A1: fitting it in, knowing where to vote, getting to your polling location, feeling like you don't know how to fill out the ballot #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 Access. We covered this a lot in last week's chat, but I'm disabled. I've also been homeless (in another country)....

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@poliSW A1: Lots of things- convenience of polling places, accessibility, transportation, work/life, feeling intimidated, feeling like you don't know about the candidates, feeling like your vote doesn't matter. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: Folks, I am under a pile of papers to grade and unfortunately will miss tonight's chat. Have fun!! #macrosw https://t.co/U6...

John Carpenter’s “Halloran” @JoThoHalloran
@poliSW A1: There are lots of practical and, yes, @spcummings, bureaucratic barriers, of course. But something I’ve been thinking/wondering about lately are the psychological barriers, specifically: Do folks hesitate to vote because they don't think they're informed enough? #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NAHIPSW: A1 Finally, 40% don't vote because they don't like the candidates, the issues and/or they think their vote doesn't matter. We...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 Access. We covered this a lot in last week's chat, but I'm disabled. I've also been homeless (in another country)....

Rachel L. West @poliSW
You can read more about what's happening in GA at https://t.co/yVwlgm9cre #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NAHIPSW: A1 Then you have to find where to vote, information on the candidates (not always easy), find transportation, take time from w…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NAHIPSW: A1 Each state has different deadlines and processes to register. Some offer online, some only in person. All you need to do is…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🆕 @TheMattSchwartz
A1.2 Politics itself can get in the way - I'm an Anarchist; generally speaking, we push back against voting and elections. However, I'd much rather get to choose my political poison these days #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕☕💻💻 @spcummings
A1: In Iowa, voter ID is now required to vote. Also, if you are convicted of a felony, you must appeal to the governor's office in order to restore your voting rights. https://t.co/yhDGrr7XJO #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
STATE LAWS GOVERNING EARLY VOTING https://t.co/52VLgUqxvx #MacroSW

Heather Ure @riotheatherrrr
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #MacroSW #TransRightsAreHumanRights #TransRights https://t.co/6Dc1ZKTEX1

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @poliSW: Before we start: Next Tuesday (10/30) at 12:00 PM EST we will be presenting out 1st Lunch & Learn Chat w/guest expert Nicki San…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@NAHIPSW A1: I find it really hard to be an educated voter. Finding accurate information about candidates and their interests in nearly impossible, especially in down ballot races. #macrosw

Rebellious Val @RebelliousVal
RT @VilissaThompson: Hey everyone! Popping in to say hello. Working on a writing piece & ready to end October so I can work on fun projects…
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 Politics itself can get in the way - I'm an Anarchist; generally speaking, we push back against voting and electi…

aubree @aubree0119
@JoThoHalloran @poliSW @spcummings I've been hearing from a lot of people that they're just exhausted and feeling a bit hopeless. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚶🏻‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
A1.3 lack of accessible voting facilities, lack of public transportation, navigating multiple hourly jobs can make it difficult for folks to even be able to find the time, or the means, to get to their voting locations #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
You can find info on candidates and polling locations from your local League of Women Voters #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q2 is coming up shortly. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q2: What policies make voting easier in some communities? #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚶🏻‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
@NAHIIFSW Except in Buffalo, when you sign up for a PO Box it specifically says that they will return any licenses received there so while the idea may be good; the execution has some flaws... #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A1: Accessibility problems are huge barriers - inaccessible ballots & voting machines, not knowing about or lack thereof various ways to vote before Election Day, having your rights infringed upon when you go to vote, etc. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚶🏻‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: Q2: What policies make voting easier in some communities? #MacroSW
Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
A2 States decide the rules and elections are run locally, so you can have very different experiences town by town. I think it’s helpful to think about all the steps that contribute to being a consistent, informed voter. #macrosw

John Carpenter’s “Halloran” @JoThoHalloran
@aubree0119 I worry about this quite a bit: How do you create a polity when so many potential members feel alienated from civic life? This strikes me as an intensely important question for #MacroSW

Carina DeBarcelos @cdebarcelos
@poliSW A1: There's disenfranchisement among those who are former felons who are blocked from voting, with a bunch of bureaucratic entanglements in between for them for their process to restore their rights. #MacroSW

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
@aubree0119 @JoThoHalloran @poliSW @spcummings Most people don't vote because they don't like candidates, issues or think their vote doesn't matter. SW has to make the connection to their daily lives. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings This podcast gives a really good examination of laws governing felony disenfranchisement. https://t.co/wx61lRgVjX #macrosw

aubree @aubree0119
A2: early voting should be an option everywhere!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/AOZoAyS6SO

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☕️ @TheMattSchwartz
A2 States that opt-in, rather than opt out (so people are auto registered to vote); states that work to re-enfranchise those who have had their rights stripped from them because they were sent to prison, etc #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@cdebarcelos @poliSW https://t.co/wx61IRgVjX Check out this podcast on that topic. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ ☕️ @spcummings
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings This podcast gives a really good examination of laws governing felony disenfranchisement. https://t.co/wx61…
Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW @nancy_kusmaul You are absolutely right. It's a major issue in many communities. There isn't even one place where you can look up all your elected officials in most parts of country. #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW @cdebarcelos We'll get to that in a bit #MacroSW

Rebellious Val @RebelliousVal RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Accessibility problems are huge barriers - inaccessible ballots & voting machines, not knowing about or lack there...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz RT @nancy_kusmaul: @cdebarcelos @poliSW https://t.co/wx61lRgVjX Check out this podcast on that topic. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz @nancy_kusmaul @cdebarcelos @poliSW *adds to his growing podcasts to listen to list* #macrosw

Carina DeBarcelos @cdebarcelos RT @nancy_kusmaul: @cdebarcelos @poliSW https://t.co/wx61lRgVjX Check out this podcast on that topic. #macrosw

aubree @aubree0119 @JoThoHalloran That's a deep question. Who has a magic wand? #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul @poliSW A2: I was amazed at how much early voting made voting easier. Coming from NY that was never an option before. It makes the work/life part easier to navigate, and in my case, my early voting location is about the same distance as my regular polling place. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz RT @nancy_kusmaul: @poliSW A2: I was amazed at how much early voting made voting easier. Coming from NY that was never an option before....
John Carpenter’s “Halloran” @JoThoHalloran
@poliSW A2: Automatic registration; vote-by-mail; extensive early voting opportunities; a robust community get out the vote movement. And, pie in the sky: Proportional voting. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @poliSW A2: I was amazed at how much early voting made voting easier. Coming from NY that was never an option before….

Noor 🌙🌙 @SnoringDoggo
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Accessibility problems are huge barriers - inaccessible ballots & voting machines, not knowing about or lack there…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 📝 @TheMattSchwartz
@nancy_kusmaul @poliSW I would love to be able to vote early! #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aubree0119: A2: early voting should be an option everywhere!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/AOZoAyS6SO

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
@cdebarcelos @poliSW #macrosw You are right. 6 million people disenfranchised but 13 million with felonies can vote and need to know their rights. And those in pretrial detention can vote by absentee if eligible.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
ABSENTEE AND EARLY VOTING https://t.co/86EzT4Fana #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 📝 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @NAHIPSW: cdebarcelos @poliSW #macrosw You are right. 6 million people disenfranchised but 13 million with felonies can vote and need t…

Sophia Chester @SophiaTheAuthor
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Accessibility problems are huge barriers - inaccessible ballots & voting machines, not knowing about or lack there…
Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW  
6 days ago  
A2 #1 Make registration easy. Automatic voter registration, online and same day voter registration all help turnout. ND doesn’t require people to register at all, so when states make it harder, you must ask why? (Tho ND has very strict id) #macrosw

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW  
6 days ago  
A2 #2 Early voting, mail in voting (like WA, OR and CO), accessible polling locations on public transportation routes. FYI, there were 982 fewer polling locations in 2016 than 2012. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan  
6 days ago  
This. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
6 days ago  
RT @NAHIPSW: @cdebarcelos @poliSW #macrosw You are right. 6 million people disenfranchised but 13 million with felonies can vote and need t...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕☕ 💻💻 @spcummings  
6 days ago  
A2: @Slate had an article today that asserted that polling workers are not "conversant in technology" and not trained enough. I haven't encountered this where I'm at (Iowa City). https://t.co/YCxQn7ehaC #MacroSW

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW  
6 days ago  
A2 #3 Information about the candidates. Does your community have an online nonpartisan candidate guide? Not all communities do--especially rural and low income communities. This is an area that needs more attention across the country. #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
6 days ago  
Ballotpedia https://t.co/qqqqIr5c2h #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
6 days ago  
League of Women voters https://t.co/dUDchDzoOb #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
6 days ago  
RT @spcummings: A2: @Slate had an article today that asserted that polling workers are not "conversant in technology" and not trained enoug...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. West @poliSW</td>
<td>RT @NAHIPSW: @cdebarcelos @poliSW #macrosw You are right. 6 million people disenfranchised but 13 million with felonies can vote and need t…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul</td>
<td>RT @NAHIPSW: A2 #2 Early voting, mail in voting (like WA, OR and CO), accessible polling locations on public transportation routes. FYI, t…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. West @poliSW</td>
<td>Q3 is coming up #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW</td>
<td>RT @JoThoHalloran @poliSW #macrosw <a href="https://t.co/CS4UpBUOV4">https://t.co/CS4UpBUOV4</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz</td>
<td>Sidenote: these elections have seen me gain like 10lbs; it's the day after I get back from my brother's wedding...I have a recovery day scheduled from work...mostly so I can vote early, and then eat even more food while watching the results on the couch with my cat #MacroSW <a href="https://t.co/79iUSRWs13">https://t.co/79iUSRWs13</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz</td>
<td>RT @poliSW: Q3 is coming up #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul</td>
<td>@NAHIPSW I found out today that our university is running shuttles to early voting locations in our county and immediately surrounding counties. #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. West @poliSW</td>
<td>RT @TheMattSchwartz: Sidenote: these elections have seen me gain like 10lbs; it's the day after I get back from my brother's wedding...I ha…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul</td>
<td>This! I get sample ballots so I know the names of the candidates but information is so piecemeal. #macrosw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A2: Four words: same day voter registration! Early/absentee voting policies are just as vital but the convenience of same-day registration keeps the process at the same location at the same time. Helps reduce the barriers some may have in understanding early reg policies #macrosw

RT @NAHIPSW: @cdebarcelos @poliSW #macrosw You are right. 6 million people disenfranchised but 13 million with felonies can vote and need t...

@NAHIPSW: @JoThoHalloran @poliSW #macrosw https://t.co/CS4UpBUOV4

@RyJaMa1988 Felonies are not universal across states (what's a felony in one state isn't in another); many people are wrongfully convicted, what is just often isn't what is legal, and certain rights are inalienable, or should be - voting is one of them #MacroSW

RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Accessibility problems are huge barriers - inaccessible ballots & voting machines, not knowing about or lack there...

Mine too! #MacroSW

Q3: What can social workers do to combat voter suppression? #MacroSW

RT @poliSW: Q3: What can social workers do to combat voter suppression? #MacroSW

Q2. Election day more than a single day (in person) and as a holiday. #MacroSW i early voted today and they did not even ask for ID (at the county BOE office)!

That's exactly why social workers need to know the voting rules in their state.
aubree @aubree0119
@JoThoHalloran And in many cases it’s not just that many feel alienated, they are with all of the gerrymandering going on. #MacroSW

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
A3 First, make sure that social workers and communities know the rules and the resources -- especially on voting rights like felony disenfranchisement. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@poliSW A3: Educate, encourage, and empower. People don’t always realize they’re being suppressed. Advocate loudly when voter suppression is identified. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @RyJaMa1988 Felonies are not universal across states (what’s a felony in one state isn’t in another); many people are…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚅ @TheMattSchwartz
A3 Before: Register folx to vote! Help folx understand their rights! Day of: help get folx to the polls, wear your Social Work hoodies & T-Shirts and stand around and observe if you can! Have your cell phone cameras ready, prep your social media, know how to live stream! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚅ @TheMattSchwartz
A3.2 If you have privilege - USE IT! #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
@nancy_kusmaul @NAHIPSW Excellent idea and initiative! #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NAHIPSW: A3 First, make sure that social workers and communities know the rules and the resources -- especially on voting rights like f…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aubree0119: @JoThoHalloran And in many cases it’s not just that many feel alienated, they are with all of the gerrymandering going on….

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.2 If you have privilege - USE IT! #MacroSW
Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW  
A3 Most people and social workers wrongly believe you lose the right forever if you have a felony. Not true in most states. But being wrong can get you back in jail. Woman in TX sentenced to 5 years for voting while on parole mistakenly. Suppression. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⤷ @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @NAHIPSW: @TheMattSchwartz @RyJaMa1988 #macrosw That's exactly why social workers need to know the voting rules in their state.

aubree @aubree0119  
A3: It's important to be involved, advocate , organize and help others get enough information so they can make an informed decision at the polls. #MacroSW

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW  
A3 Felony voting laws are racist in their intent and impact, especially in some southern states where they were used along side poll taxes and literacy tests to keep blacks from voting. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⤷ @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @NAHIPSW: A3 Felony voting laws are racist in their intent and impact, especially in some southern states where they were used along sid...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⤷ @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @NAHIPSW: A3 Most people and social workers wrongly believe you lose the right forever if you have a felony. Not true in most states....

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
RT @NAHIPSW: A3 Most people and social workers wrongly believe you lose the right forever if you have a felony. Not true in most states....

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW  
A3 This is a powerful video on voting with a felony in VA. The courts ultimately overturned it but former Governor Terry McAuliffe individually restored rights for nearly 160,000 citizens. https://t.co/lUdlQNxHRo #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕☕ 💻💻 @spcummings  
RT @NAHIPSW: A3 Felony voting laws are racist in their intent and impact, especially in some southern states where they were used along sid...
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NAHIPSW: A3 Felony voting laws are racist in their intent and impact, especially in some southern states where they were used along sid...

John Carpenter’s “Halloran” @JoThoHalloran
@aubree0119 I hear this, and I understand, but there are tons of local races that aren’t impacted by gerrymandering—folks skipping the vote may not understand where their voices get heard. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NAHIPSW: A3 Most people and social workers wrongly believe you lose the right forever if you have a felony. Not true in most states....

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aubree0119: A3: It's important to be involved, advocate , organize and help others get enough information so they can make an informed...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NAHIPSW: A3 This is a powerful video on voting with a felony in VA. The courts ultimately overturned it but former Governor Terry McAul...

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Q3. Get educated on your locality’s process, dates, times, location; work the polls; volunteer w election pritection or other project lije ACLU; register people in jail; videotape polling places, get permission to observe polls; create info on privisional voting #MacroSW

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
A3 There are other marginalized populations whose rights are often violated (with intent or not) Native Americans, the homeless (who can register “where they lay their head”) the disabled, non-English speakers, etc. #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Additional resurces: https://t.co/n9CbvcnxjC , https://t.co/XLPuObPnf9 , https://t.co/iNO2Aia6Rf #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕☕ 💻💻 @spcummings
RT @NAHIPSW: A3 Most people and social workers wrongly believe you lose the right forever if you have a felony. Not true in most states....
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
6 days ago
RT @NAHIPSW: A3 There are other marginalized populations whose rights are often violated (with intent or not) Native Americans, the homel…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
6 days ago
RT @poliSW: Additional resurces: https://t.co/n9CbvcnxjC, https://t.co/XLPUObPnf9, https://t.co/iNO2Aia6Rf #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🆘 @TheMattSchwartz
6 days ago
RT @poliSW: Additional resurces: https://t.co/n9CbvcnxjC, https://t.co/XLPUObPnf9, https://t.co/iNO2Aia6Rf #MacroSW

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
@mcoconis Michel is an expert on this! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🆘 @TheMattSchwartz
6 days ago
RT @NAHIPSW: @mcoconis Michel is an expert on this! #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
6 days ago
Q4 is coming up #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕☕💻💻 @spcummings
6 days ago
RT @poliSW: Additional resurces: https://t.co/n9CbvcnxjC, https://t.co/XLPUObPnf9, https://t.co/iNO2Aia6Rf #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🆘 @TheMattSchwartz
6 days ago
RT @poliSW: Q4 is coming up #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
6 days ago
Q4: Where can social workers get training on voter mobilization and protecting or strengthening voting rights? #MacroSW

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
6 days ago
Most people who don't vote cite their lack of interest in the candidates/issues as well as a feeling that their vote doesn't matter. SW should be engaging the people we serve on why voting matters. #macrosw
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A4 #MacroSW https://t.co/K1UY1Rqvvd

aubree @aubree0119
@JoThoHalloran Completely agree!! I’m helping in a local race. The candidate I’m working with is trying to unseat the incumbent that’s held office for several terms. Every vote will matter! #MacroSW

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
Not just in not just in the presidential race, but how the state and local government affects their lives. #macrosw

Patience Marcus @PatienceMarcus3
One of the ways a social worker can help to combat voter suppression is to identify those thing that suppress the people thereafter advocate for them. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NAHIPSW: Most people who don't vote cite their lack of interest in the candidates/issues as well as a feeling that their vote doesn't m...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @NAHIPSW: Most people who don't vote cite their lack of interest in the candidates/issues as well as a feeling that their vote doesn't m...

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
A4 NASW has been running a series on voting rights. You can watch past webinars and register for the next one on millenials https://t.co/yRuZBac1Mu #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @NAHIPSW: A4 NASW has been running a series on voting rights. You can watch past webinars and register for the next one on millenials ht...

Carina DeBarcelos @cdebarcelos
A3: Spread the word through local organizing, mobilize individuals to get themselves started in the voting process (such as https://t.co/yrCsqMGenH!) #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @NAHIPSW: A4 NASW has been running a series on voting rights. You can watch past webinars and register for the next one on millenials ht...
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @PatienceMarcus3: One of the ways a social worker can help to combat voter suppression is to identify those things that suppress the peop...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @PatienceMarcus3: One of the ways a social worker can help to combat voter suppression is to identify those things that suppress the peop...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Resource: https://t.co/Mc6fHhYaBn #MacroSW

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
A4 The Humphreys Institute has some state by state fact sheets on Voting with a Felony Record as well as many other resources on https://t.co/99ATwVYHcC Call us if you don’t see your state and want it. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @cdebarcelos: A3: Spread the word through local organizing, mobilize individuals to get themselves started in the voting process (such a...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @poliSW: Resource: https://t.co/Mc6fHhYaBn #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @NAHIPSW: A4 The Humphreys Institute has some state by state fact sheets on Voting with a Felony Record as well as many other resources...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: Resource: https://t.co/Mc6fHhYaBn #MacroSW

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeLeanne
RT @poliSW: Resource: https://t.co/Mc6fHhYaBn #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @NAHIPSW: A4 The Humphreys Institute has some state by state fact sheets on Voting with a Felony Record as well as many other resources...
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NAHIPSW: A4 The Humphreys Institute has some state by state fact sheets on Voting with a Felony Record as well as many other resources…

Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW @ProfessorT10
For my students for this week’s chat, make sure you are following #macrosw and @OfficialMacroSW and @poliSW and @NAHIPSW. There are questions @polisw Tweeted questions that you can answer. @patience @QueennNikkii @Julia12231683 @Gpmars @major1___ @_devinly

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @ProfessorT10: For my students for this week’s chat, make sure you are following #macrosw and @OfficialMacroSW and @poliSW and @NAHIPSW…

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️💻 @spcummings
RT @cdebarcelos: A3: Spread the word through local organizing, mobilize individuals to get themselves started in the voting process (such a…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @ProfessorT10: For my students for this week’s chat, make sure you are following #macrosw and @OfficialMacroSW and @poliSW and @NAHIPSW…

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️💻 @spcummings
A lot of great resources being shared on the #MacroSW chat tonight! https://t.co/ngoMhCsswm

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: A lot of great resources being shared on the #MacroSW chat tonight! https://t.co/ngoMhCsswm

Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW @ProfessorT10
#SWO33218 #macrosw students take note! 🍗🍴💭💻

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @ProfessorT10: #SWO33218 #macrosw students take note! 🍗🍴💭💻 https://t.co/OooaJzIWEq
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🕹️ @TheMattSchwartz</td>
<td>@ProfessorT10 #SoHungry #IHaveWinterBod #SummerBod #ElectionSeasonBod #AndApparentlyFoodCravingsWhenISeeFoodEmojiBod #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carina DeBarcelos @cdebarcelos</td>
<td>A4: For millennials like myself, here's a webinar that NASW is holding on the 31st on the limits and barriers that affect my generation from voting/knowing their rights! <a href="https://t.co/C0XmEQWV5H">https://t.co/C0XmEQWV5H</a> #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patience Marcus @PatienceMarcus3</td>
<td>I would say voters accessibility policy makes it easier for voting. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Cummings LISW ☕☕ 📱 @spcummings</td>
<td>Belated welcome back to Professor Woolston's class tonight! #MacroSW @ProfessorT10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW</td>
<td>Numerous studies show that elected officials direct more attention and resources to communities that vote. Being an informed voter isn't easy, but social workers excel at connecting people to helpful resources. #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. West @poliSW</td>
<td>CRISP also offers training on running for office and working on campaigns <a href="https://t.co/FiGZp9vmmj">https://t.co/FiGZp9vmmj</a> @CharlesELewisJr #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🕹️ @TheMattSchwartz</td>
<td>RT @poliSW: CRISP also offers training on running for office and working on campaigns <a href="https://t.co/FiGZp9vmmj">https://t.co/FiGZp9vmmj</a> @CharlesELewisJr #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. West @poliSW</td>
<td>RT @cdebarcelos: A4: For millennials like myself, here's a webinar that NASW is holding on the 31st on the limits and barriers that affect…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Cummings LISW ☕☕ 📱 @spcummings</td>
<td>RT @ProfessorT10: #SWO33218 #macrosw students take note! 🍽️ 🍽️ 🍽️ 🍽️ <a href="https://t.co/OooaJzIWEq">https://t.co/OooaJzIWEq</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul</td>
<td>RT @poliSW: CRISP also offers training on running for office and working on campaigns <a href="https://t.co/FiGZp9vmmj">https://t.co/FiGZp9vmmj</a> @CharlesELewisJr #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Username</td>
<td>Tweet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Nancy Kusmaul</td>
<td>RT @NAHIPSW: Numerous studies show that elected officials direct more attention and resources to communities that vote. Being an informed...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Cummings LISW</td>
<td>RT @NAHIPSW: A4 The Humphreys Institute has some state by state fact sheets on Voting with a Felony Record as well as many other resources...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. West</td>
<td>RT @NAHIPSW: Numerous studies show that elected officials direct more attention and resources to communities that vote. Being an informed...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphreys Institute</td>
<td>Nonpartisan voter engagement should be integrated into practice. Whether someone is registered and votes can reveal useful information about a person's status, perceived power and sense of engagement with their community. #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. West</td>
<td>The hour is almost up. Please share any final comments or question you have. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW</td>
<td>RT @poliSW: The hour is almost up. Please share any final comments or question you have. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aubree</td>
<td>@NAHIPSW Which is why we need more social workers in office!!! #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Nancy Kusmaul</td>
<td>RT @NAHIPSW: Nonpartisan voter engagement should be integrated into practice. Whether someone is registered and votes can reveal useful inf...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Cummings LISW</td>
<td>@aubree0119 @NAHIPSW Can't disagree with that #MacroSW <a href="https://t.co/0w2KzOmeru">https://t.co/0w2KzOmeru</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW</td>
<td>Please remember to practice radical self care! Now, tomorrow, on election day, and in the days following!! It's SO MUCH MORE than just a slogan, or a water bottle! It's critical to remaining in this profession and not burning out!! #MacroSW <a href="https://t.co/uXCToD4T3p">https://t.co/uXCToD4T3p</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dr. Nancy Kusmaul</strong> @nancy_kusmaul</td>
<td>With students talking about it whenever possible. #votingissocialwork #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW</strong> @ProfessorT10</td>
<td>RT @poliSW: #MacroSW Chat is 30 min away. Tanya Smith @NAHIPSWh and I will be chatting about making voting in the US more accessible. https:…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>John Carpenter’s “Halloran”</strong> @JoThoHalloran</td>
<td>@NAHIPSWh Exactly. I want every single eligible voter at the polls—and an expansion of the franchise as far as reasonable. I think social work should adopt that goal. A pluralistic democracy functions at its best when there are high levels of civic engagement. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rachel L. West</strong> @poliSW</td>
<td>RT @aubree0119: @NAHIPSWh Which is why we need more social workers in office!!! #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stephen Koonz</strong> @StephenKoonz</td>
<td>Thank you all very informative! #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rachel L. West</strong> @poliSW</td>
<td>RT @NAHIPSWh: Nonpartisan voter engagement should be integrated into practice. Whether someone is registered and votes can reveal useful inf…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW</strong> @ProfessorT10</td>
<td>RT @poliSW: Before we start: Next Tuesday (10/30) at 12:00 PM EST we will be presenting out 1st Lunch &amp; Learn Chat w/guest expert Nicki San…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW</strong> @ProfessorT10</td>
<td>RT @poliSW: Let’s get started. I’m very excited for this chat. Our guest tonight is Tanya Smith @NAHIPSWh. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW</strong> @ProfessorT10</td>
<td>RT @poliSW: Tanya is the Director of the Nancy A. Humphreys Institute for Political Social Work at the UConn SSW. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dr. Nancy Kusmaul</strong> @nancy_kusmaul</td>
<td>Understanding the rules in your state to be able to explain to students and others. #macrosw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Find something to do to be involved. Find a candidate that makes sense with what you believe your community needs and try to help them! Canvass, phone bank, postcard, VOTE! #MacroSW

RT @poliSW: Q1 is coming up. We use a Q and A model. Please include A1: and the hashtag #MacroSW in your comments and questions. #MacroSW

RT @nancy_kusmaul: Understanding the rules in your state to be able to explain to students and others. #macrosw

RT @poliSW: Q1: We talk a lot about registration, but what makes the act of voting hard for people? #MacroSW

RT @JoThoHalloran: @NAHIPSW Exactly. I want every single eligible voter at the polls—and an expansion of the franchise as far as reasonable...

My thanks to all of you who joined tonight. The Campaign School for Social Workers will be March 1st and 2nd in CT. We invite all of you to join us. In the meantime, please get out the vote. #macrosw

RT @JoThoHalloran: @NAHIPSW Exactly. I want every single eligible voter at the polls—and an expansion of the franchise as far as reasonable...

My thanks to all of you who joined tonight. The Campaign School for Social Workers will be March 1st and 2nd in CT. We invite all of you to join us. In the meantime, please get out the vote. #macrosw

Find something to do to be involved. Find a candidate that makes sense with what you believe your community needs and try to help them! Canvass, phone bank, postcard, VOTE! #MacroSW

RT @NAHIPSW: My thanks to all of you who joined tonight. The Campaign School for Social Workers will be March 1st and 2nd in CT. We invit...
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕☕💻💻 @spcummings
6 days ago
RT @NAHIPSW: My thanks to all of you who joined tonight. The Campaign School for Social Workers will be March 1st and 2nd in CT. We invit…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☕️ @TheMattSchwartz
@NAHIPSW @poliSW thank you both for hosting!!!!!!! #macrosw
6 days ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
6 days ago
Our time is almost up. As always the transcript to this chat and all our chats will be archived on the blog https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O. You will also find announcements for upcoming chats there.#MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
6 days ago
RT @NAHIPSW: My thanks to all of you who joined tonight. The Campaign School for Social Workers will be March 1st and 2nd in CT. We invit…

Patience Marcus @PatienceMarcus3
6 days ago
Yes! If one has the privilege to do something he or she person should go ahead and do it, provided it aim is not to hurt the feelings of others. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☕️ @TheMattSchwartz
6 days ago
RT @poliSW: Our time is almost up. As always the transcript to this chat and all our chats will be archived on the blog https://t.co/uPQKtN…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
6 days ago
Join us for next week's #macrosw chat topic: Beyond Midterms-Staying Focused, Choosing Hope.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
6 days ago
If you have not done so take the pledge at https://t.co/jPlTDEBmIj #MacroSW

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW
6 days ago
My deepest thanks to Rachel West for holding my virtual hand through this hour! And a shout out to @mcoconis who is on the National SW Voter Mobilization Task Force. Lastly, to Nancy Humphreys who received the lifetime achievement award from NASW NYC tonight. @poliSW #macrosw
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 📚 @TheMattSchwartz RT @NAHIPSW: My deepest thanks to Rachel West for holding my virtual hand through this hour! And a shout out to @mcoconis who is on the Na…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 📚 @TheMattSchwartz RT @poliSW: If you have not done so take the pledge at https://t.co/jPITDEBmlj #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW I want to thank Tanya Smith @NAHIPSW for joining us. I will add the link to 2019 Campaign School to the announcement for this chat once it is available. #MacroSW

Devin @_devinly RT @nancy_kusmaul: @poliSW A3: Educate, encourage, and empower. People don't always realize they're being suppressed. Advocate loudly whe…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 📚 @TheMattSchwartz RT @SunyaFolayan: Join us for next week's macrosw chat topic: Beyond Midterms- Staying Focused, Choosing Hope.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 📚 @TheMattSchwartz RT @poliSW: I want to thank Tanya Smith @NAHIPSW for joining us. I will add the link to 2019 Campaign School to the announcement for this c…

Humphreys Institute @NAHIPSW @aubree0119 Yes we do. Representation matters! #macrosw

Devin @_devinly RT @NAHIPSW: Most people who don't vote cite their lack of interest in the candidates/issues as well as a feeling that their vote doesn't m…

Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW @ProfessorT10 @poliSW In my town currently, a much-debated and publicly decried parking garage that will claim “eminent domain” and thus impact local churches and some small businesses may also make our polling place difficult to access #oxfordpa #macrosw #swo33218

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @NAHIPSW: My deepest thanks to Rachel West for holding my virtual hand through this hour! And a shout out to @mcoconis who is on the Na…
Devin @_devinly
#macrosw

Devin @_devinly
#MacroSW

aubree @aubree0119
@SunyaFolayan I need a dose of that now! LOL #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
I want to thank my fellow chat partners: @ubssw @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaorg #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @Enable @TheMattSchwartz
Night all :-) #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @Enable @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: I want to thank my fellow chat partners: @ubssw @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaorg...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
I also want to thank our Chat Contributor Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @Enable @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: I also want to thank our Chat Contributor Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
We will be back next week 11/1 with Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan Topic will be Beyond Midterms - Staying Focused. Choosing Hope. #MacroSW

Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW @ProfessorT10
@poliSW This is why hiring community practice social workers is important to town. We need not just think about zoning issues and grants, but also the human impact of decisions social workers are trained to assess—like voting accessibility. #macrosw #swo33218
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: We will be back next week 11/1 with Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan Topic will be Beyond Midterms - Staying Focused. Choosing Hope....

Rachel L. West  @poliSW
Remember if you’re free at 12:00 PM EST next Tuesday join us for the 1st Lunch & Learn Chat w/guest expert Nicki Sanders @PkgdForSuccess who will chat about Making the Most of Your Field Placement. https://t.co/H8lZb8vR8Y #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW  @spcummings
Big thanks to @poliSW and @@NAHIPSW for the discussion and resource sharing tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/1vVMqBuXbJ

Stephen Cummings LISW  @spcummings
RT @poliSW: We will be back next week 11/1 with Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan Topic will be Beyond Midterms - Staying Focused. Choosing Hope....

Rachel L. West  @poliSW
RT @ProfessorT10: @poliSW This is why hiring community practice social workers is important to town. We need not just think about zoning is...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul  @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ProfessorT10: @poliSW This is why hiring community practice social workers is important to town. We need not just think about zoning is...

Rachel L. West  @poliSW
RT @ProfessorT10: @poliSW In my town currently, a much-debated and publicly decried parking garage that will claim “eminent domain” and thu...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul  @nancy_kusmaul
RT @poliSW: Remember if you’re free at 12:00 PM EST next Tuesday join us for the 1st Lunch & Learn Chat w/guest expert Nicki Sanders @PkgdF...

Rachel L. West  @poliSW
RT @NAHIPSW: My deepest thanks to Rachel West for holding my virtual hand through this hour! And a should out to @mcoconis who is on the Na...

Rachel L. West  @poliSW
Thank you for joining us. Have a great week. #MacroSW
Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW @ProfessorT10
RT @poliSW: Q2: What policies make voting easier in some communities? #MacroSW

Matthea Marquart @MattheaMarquart
RT @poliSW: Remember if you're free at 12:00 PM EST next Tuesday join us for the 1st Lunch & Learn Chat w/guest expert Nicki Sanders @PkgdF...

Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW @ProfessorT10
RT @NAHIPSW: @cdebarcelos @poliSW #macrosw You are right. 6 million people disenfranchised but 13 million with felonies can vote and need t...

Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW @ProfessorT10
RT @poliSW: Q3: What can social workers do to combat voter suppression? #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
#macrosw Great job as always, Rachel! @poliSW

Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW @ProfessorT10
RT @poliSW: Q4: Where can social workers get training on voter mobilization and protecting or strengthening voting rights? #MacroSW

Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW @ProfessorT10
RT @NAHIPSW: Most people who don't vote cite their lack of interest in the candidates/issues as well as a feeling that their vote doesn't m...

Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW @ProfessorT10
RT @NAHIPSW: A4 NASW has been running a series on voting rights. You can watch past webinars and register for the next one on millenials ht...

Amanda Woolston MSS, LSW @ProfessorT10
RT @poliSW: Remember if you're free at 12:00 PM EST next Tuesday join us for the 1st Lunch & Learn Chat w/guest expert Nicki Sanders @PkgdF...

Patience Marcus @PatienceMarcus3
Exactly! Social Workers should involve the people they serve because each vote count. #MacroSW
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